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ABSTRACT 

 
Fish farming requires regular maintenance and feeding schedules to achieve maximum results and profits. Feeding 

manually cannot save time and add to the work of cultivators. The existence of an automatic feeder is very helpful 

for fish cultivators. Feeding in aquaculture needs to be monitored so that it is given according to the frequency of 

feed needed by the fish, excess frequency of feeding will cause the fish in the pond to get sick. However, monitoring 

of cultivation is not done manually for 24 hours. Therefore the purpose of this literature review study is to find out 

alternative feeding in the form of tool assembly which has several continuous components. The preparation of this 

article uses a comparative method which is carried out by means of literature review journals. The results of this 

article show that this feeder has some potential in its use, both advantages and disadvantages. With this automatic 

feeder, monitoring fish farming will be easier and can be done at any time 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The fisheries sector, which has such potential to be managed, provides quite promising opportunities to be utilized 

more deeply, with various cultivation commodities that can be developed[1]. However, sometimes the cost of feed 

production soars up, it may be too expensive and limit fish farming. to reduce these costs feed must be used 

efficiently[2]. Sowing feeds evenly and distributing them in the culture ponds. a good feeding method is done to 

overcome the, factors affecting growth. Fish farming requires maintenance and a regular feeding schedule to achieve 

maximum yield and profit. However, when raising fry-sized fish, fish tend to die due to uncontrolled water 

temperature in the culture pond and lack of timely fish feeding. Water temperature requirements in culture ponds 

range from 25-30°C[3]. 

 

Manual feeding cannot be time-efficient and adds to the work for the cultivator, so the existence of an automatic 

feeding device is very helpful for fish farmers. Automated feeding of fish farming, has been tried by several 

researchers to make tools for automatic fish feeders[4]. There are several things that need to be considered in fish 

farming, namely the timing of fish feeding, acidity and turbidity in the culture pond[5]. Good fish feed is given 

regularly and according to the needs of fish in cultivation. If the feed given is too little as a result the growth of fish 

becomes less than optimal along with the growth of fish or malnutrition, nutrients are much more needed by fish. if 

the feed is given too much it can cause contamination of food waste. together ensuring regular fish feeding can make 

feeding optimization[6]. 

 

The manufacture of automatic feeders can replace human labor in feeding fish regularly automatically and more 

adjust to the dose of fish needs. With this automation tool, it can increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the fish 

farming business[7]. Of the many factors, adequate and correct feed supply is a very important factor to ensure that 

farmed fish achieve the targeted harvest within a certain time frame. Therefore, improvement efforts must be made 

to optimize feed operations for maximum growth of farmed fish.  
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 
In the process of preparing this article using a comparative method carried out by means of journal literature review. 

This method is to identify, examine, and assess findings in journal literature. The results of this journal review are 

then described in the form of a paper containing types, methods of use, and theories about research topics that are 

used as references[8]. This literature study was conducted by researchers after determining the research topic and 

confirming the formulation of the problem at hand [9]. 

 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Potential uses 

 

Automatic feeders are one of the tools for aquaculture. According to[10] Automatic feeders have several potential 

advantages, namely, fish feeding can be monitored automatically through settings, optimization of operational costs, 

minimal human involvement so that feed management can be done easily, with technological advances this 

automatic feeder can be further developed so that it can be arranged via the internet with the help of a cellphone, the 

productivity of fish livestock can also increase with this automatic feeder. In addition to the potential advantages of 

this automatic feeder, it also has several potential shortcomings such as feeding schedules that experience input 

errors[11]. Other potential shortcomings also exist in the type of tool itself, because there are some automatic 

feeders that do not have sensors or warning signs when the feed in the tool is running low or has run out, causing the 

tool to stop by itself without the knowledge of the cultivator[12]. 

 

3.2  Utilization of Automatic Feeding 
Automatic feeding that can be adjusted periodically can be done using an automatic feeder[13].  This tool can 

increase efficiency in feeding and can minimize labor in cultivation[14]. The use of this tool is assumed to be an 

effort to feed according to the needs so that the integrity of the feed given is not left and can be absorbed in the fish 

body[15]. Feed is released automatically based on the time that has been set for so many seconds[15]. An important 

element in supporting growth and survival in aquaculture depends on the feed given[16]. Feeding in aquaculture 

regularly, scheduled and not late is one of the important efforts of feed management that can affect development and 

growth [16]. 

 

3.3  Components of an Automatic Feeder 
In general, automatic feeders are a collection of several computer components that are assembled into one and then 

programmed by humans. These components usually use electricity but are energy efficient so as not to increase 

electricity usage. According to[10]  the first of these components is arduino uno, this component is the brain of an 

automatic feeder because this component is able to adjust the opening and closing of the feed bin according to the 

wishes of the cultivator. there are many types of arduino but only this type is able to control the flow of feed coming 

out of the storage area according to the commands that have been programmed[10]. 

 

Servo Motor is the second component that is interconnected with arduino uno because this component acts as a gate 

to remove or close the feed flow from the storage area. after receiving a command from arduino uno this component 

will open the lid on the feed that will come out[17]. Load Cell Module the last component needed in an automatic 

feeder. This tool acts as a bridge sensor between the servo motor and the arduino uno. arduino uno cannot give 

direct commands to the servo motor therefore this component is needed to bridge the command which is where 

when the arduino uno gives the command then the sensor to know the command and continue the command to the 

servo motor to open the feed lid
. 
These three components are the most important parts in the automatic feeder if one 

of these components is not fulfilled then the tool cannot be run properly. 
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Table -1. Synthesis 

Fish Species Feed Form Tool Type Accuracy Source 

Vannamei shrimp 

(Litopenaeus vannamei) 

Pellets IoT 97 % [16] 

Parrot fish 

(Oreochromis niloticus) 

Pellets Assembled feeder  94,63% [19] 

Zebra fish (Danio rerio)  Pellets Raspberry Pi 3 B + 5% of fish weight [20] 

Killifish Afrika 

(Aphyosemion)  

Pellets Raspberry Pi 98.1% [21] 

Koi fish (Cyprinus carpio) Pellets Arduino uno 90% [18] 

Carp fish (Osphronemus 

goramy)  

Pellets IoT 90,47% [22] 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

Alternative feeding tools that can make it easier for humans to monitor feeding automatically can use several 

sustainable computer components, namely Arduino uno, Servo motor, and Load cell module. Automatic feeding 

tools have the potential to reduce operational costs, facilitate monitoring of feeding, and facilitate feed management. 

However, there are shortcomings in this automatic feeding tool, namely that there can be input errors in the feeding 

schedule and some tools do not have sensors or warning signs if the feed runs out.  
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